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QUESTION: 86 

Why would a cybercriminal avoid using a trojan in a widespread attack? 


A. trojans are easily caught by antivirus products 
B. end-users are aware of clicking on non-trusted executables 
C. trojans only infect one system at a time 
D. execution of trojans are dependent on the operating system 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 87 
A cybercriminal is trying to get a foothold into an organization by exploiting a 
weakness in their web servers. What is the most common website vulnerability 
that cybercriminals can use? 

A. guest user accounts 
B. default credentials 
C. open shares 
D. excessive directory access rights 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 88 

What is the most common method bots may use to extract data?
 

A. SSL 
B. IRC 
C. FTP 
D. P2P 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 89 
An organization has a requirement to ensure they are meeting industry best 
practices for securing their IT environment. Which strategy is appropriate for this 
organization? 
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A. security information management 
B. compliance assessment 
C. asset protection 
D. data protection 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 90 
What is an expected benefit when workflow software integrates into an IT 
environment? 

A. It works well with application integration software. 
B. It works well with web security software. 
C. It transforms security data into actionable information. 
D. It processes security events in a timely fashion. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 91 
Which two core processes can a workflow solution manage to help mitigate 
security risks? (Select two.) 

A. access control 
B. change control 
C. escalation management 
D. server management 
E. risk assessment control  

Answer: B, C 

QUESTION: 92 
Which strategy is an appropriate means of defending against social engineering 
attacks? 

A. endpoint security 
B. security awareness 
C. data loss prevention 
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D. web security 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 93 
What is the name of the Symantec solution designed to develop and enforce IT 
policies? 

A. Security Information Manager 
B. Security Compliance Manager 
C. Control Compliance Suite 
D. IT Policy Suite  

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 94 
During a discussion with a customer, it is identified that they need better 
awareness of their hardware and software inventory. For example, they have a 
security policy to disallow DVD burners in their end-user workstations, yet they 
are lacking centralized inventory and reporting software to see if any endpoints 
have a DVD burner. Which Symantec suite is the most appropriate for this 
customer? 

A. Protection Suite 
B. IT Management Suite 
C. Server Management Suite 
D. Control Compliance Suite 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 95 
Which action should accompany the automatic relocation of a confidential file on 
a file share? 

A. running an anti-malware scan on it to check for threats 
B. leaving behind a marker file explaining how to regain access to the file 
C. initiating a compliance scan on the system where the file share is located 
D. fixing the access control permissions on the share to limit access 
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Answer: B 

QUESTION: 96 

How does patch management enhance security within an environment?
 

A. It provides software management to the environment when vulnerabilities 
exist. 
B. It identifies software and operating system vulnerabilities and provides 
remediation. 
C. It tracks software changes and performs remediation for software 
vulnerabilities. 
D. It performs a software scan on computers to collect software data information. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 97 

What are two benefits of hardware device control? (Select two.) 


A. optimizes performance of removable hard drives 
B. prevents propagation of malicious code  
C. tracks devices if they are lost or stolen 
D. reduces the risk of confidential data loss 
E. eliminates the need for asset management 

Answer: B, D 

QUESTION: 98 
Which endpoint protection strategy uses rulesets to block or allow network traffic 
going to or coming from the endpoint? 

A. host intrusion prevention 
B. application control 
C. network device control 
D. host-based firewall 

Answer: D 
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QUESTION: 99 

What ensures conformity and adherence to an accepted standard? 


A. policy 
B. regulation 
C. framework  
D. compliance 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 100 
What are two parts of the security configuration management process? (Select 
two.) 

A. assess 
B. archive 
C. correlate 
D. measure 
E. remediate 

Answer: A, E 
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